Introduction
Today, micromachined inertial sensors, primarily accelerometers, are one of the most important types of silicon-based technologies. Microaccelerometers alone have the second largest sales volume after pressure sensors [1, 2] . Accelerometers are extensively used in numerous industries such as automotive, biomedical, consumer electronics, robotics and military [1, 3] . However, more research and commercial emphasis has been given towards the low-g measuring range, thus making high-g sensing a niche field [4] .
The last two decades have witnessed an ever-increasing involvement in this sector of accelerometer development in order to meet highly specific needs such as structural destruction, rupture and collision process, munition and fuze applications, etc. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Table 1 provides a summary of common applications of micromachined accelerometers based on g-range.
This paper presents a critical review of high-g micromachined accelerometers summarizing popular research and commercial developments. Furthermore, trends in high-g sensing are also covered. Finally, despite the plethora of work realised in this field over the past few decades, no documentation of this progress has been made within the research community. Therefore, this paper aims to provide researchers Table 1 . Common applications of micromachined accelerometers based on g-range.
G-range (g) Common applications
<10 Consumer applications [1, 3, 13, 14] <100 Car airbag [15] [16] [17] <1,000 Crash testing [18] 10,000-30,000 Structural destruction, munition, fuze, blast testing, pyroshock [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] 19] with a guide to gain a better understanding of all research and commercial developments in the field of high-g shock sensing in order to aid their research.
Generally, all micromachined accelerometer structures are modelled after the conventional spring-mass-damper system as shown in figure 1 . They consist of a proof mass m that is suspended by complaint beams or flexures of spring constant k anchored to a fixed frame. Additionally, there is a viscous damping factor b impacting the movement of the mass. External acceleration displaces the proof mass relative to the fixed frame, which in turn stresses the flexures. By employing this physical phenomenon, several sensing schemes can be used to determine the external acceleration. The transfer function in 1 below can be used to mathematically map the aforementioned relationship [1] ,
Here, x is the displacement of the proof mass and a is the external acceleration. The resonance frequency of the structure is given by ω r = √ k/m and the quality factor of the system is Q = mω r /b.
The sensitivity of the accelerometer can be mathematically described as in 2,
It is evident that in order to measure large shock accelerations, a wide frequency bandwidth is required to protect the sensor from resonance [9, 10] . Therefore a structural solution to the problem would be to increase the stiffness of the structure while reducing the mass of the proof mass [1] .
Considering accelerometers in general, piezoresistive and capacitive transduction are the most prominent sensing schemes used in commercial devices [3] . The development of bulk micromachining and wafer bonding techniques saw a rise in piezoresistive accelerometer development towards low-g applications [1, 13] . These devices either used a bonded three-wafer system (glass caping with a silicon middlewafer) [13] or a lower glass base and a silicon overhang serving as a shock stop and for damping [20, 21] . In the case of capacitive accelerometers used extensively for low-g applications, vertical and lateral structures have been the most widely demonstrated [1] . In vertical structures, the proof mass is separated by a narrow air gap Figure 1 . An accelerometer modelled after a spring-mass-damper system. For high-g accelerometers especially, end stops are designed to ensure high shock survivability [3] . from a fixed electrode forming a parallel plate capacitor. The movement of the proof mass in the z-axis when acted upon by an external acceleration varies this air gap and therefore the capacitance [22] [23] [24] . Such early designs used bulk micromachined techniques and wafer bonding to achieve large volume proof masses and high sensitivities [22, 24] . With the advent of surface micromaching, lateral structures with interdigitated finger like comb drive capacitors were developed [25, 26] .
For high-g sensing in particular, piezoresistive and piezoelectric sensing dominate the market as well as research [19] . A consideration in high-g design is survivability. Low-g designs as described earlier cannot simply be scaled to meet high-g requirements owing to this consideration. In fact, even many commercially available legacy accelerometers for impact sensing are primarily for one-time use due to their tendency to resonate at high frequency environments [27] . This proves to be the root cause for many problems in high-g shock measurement [19] . Current solutions to the problem include mechanical or electrical filtering and high structural resonance [19] . Promising approaches so far have been in-built mechanical filtering as achieved by Sandia National Laboratories for example [19, 28] and studies conducted on over-range capacity through mechanical stops [29] [30] [31] or through structural damping [27, 32] . However, these approaches increase the size of the device preventing it from being used in certain applications that require small size [27] . Despite such advancements, the measurement of true-impulses in extremely harsh enviroments such as in pyroshock testing for example remains to be adequately addressed. Currently, near-true impulses still affect high-g accelerometers causing sensor failure and non-repeatability. The scope of this paper will be limited to popular high-g piezoresistive and piezoelectric sensing schemes as well as sensor trends which have aimed to address these issues over the years.
Popular high-g accelerometer sensing schemes
Conventionally, a variety of transduction mechanisms are used for microaccelerometer sensing. However, as mentioned in section 1, the two most popular approaches for high-g shock sensing are piezoresistive and piezoelectric sensing.
Piezoresistive sensors
The piezoresistive effect is characterized the change in electrical resistivity of a semiconductor or metal when acted upon by a mechanical strain. This phenomenon was first observed by Lord Kelvin in metals [33] . Usually, the resistance change in metals occurs due to geometrical changes resulting from applied mechanical strains. In conducting and semi-conducting materials, mechanical strains tend to alter the inter-atomic spacing thereby affecting the bandgaps. This makes it easier (or harder depending on the material and strain) for electrons to be raised into the conduction band thus resulting in a change in resistivity of the material. Within a certain range of strain this relationship has been varified to be linear. Even though the piezoresistive effect is small in metals, in most cases the phenomenon is not negligible. It is computed through the familiar resistance equation derived from Ohm's law. In the case of semiconductors like silicon however, the piezoresistive effect is several orders of magnitude higher than the geometrical effect. The effect of piezoresistivity in semiconductors can further be amplified by doping them with impurity charge carriers. This enables the development of highly sensitive doped silicon-based piezoresistive sensing gauges.
Microsensor development today has been rapidly revolutionized by the extensive use of silicon micromachining which leverages the unique properties of silicon [4, 34] . One such property is that of piezoresistance. The main advantages of piezoresistive accelerometers are the simplicity of their structures and the fabrication process used to manufacture them, as well as the readout circuitry since the Wheatstone bridge generates a low output-impedance DC voltage [1, 5] .
Single crystal silicon is known to have a diamond lattice crystal structure. Early work from Smith [35] , and Kanda and co-workers [36] [37] [38] [39] characterizing large piezoresistive coefficients in silicon paved the way for its extensive use as a piezoresistor. Smith [35] applied the Bridgman tensor notation [40] in defining the piezoresistive coefficients and geometry of his test configurations. He went on to determine the piezoresistive coefficients for relatively lightly doped silicon and germanium 100 samples along the 100 and 110 directions with resistivities ranging from 1.5 to 22.7 Ω-cm [3, 35] . Current commercial and research practices however use higher dopant concentrations [3] .
The first fully functional micromachined piezoresistive accelerometer was developed by Roylance and Angell in 1978 for biomedical applications [13, 14] . Their cantilever-lumped mass based approach is still widely adopted today. However, as such conventional methods have reached their limits, recent developments in micromachining techniques have opened up the possibility of realizing far more complex structures meeting specific requirements such as high-g applications [8] .
Often used in weaponry, piezoresistive high-g micromachined accelerometers are of great significance in national defence [6] . For such applications, these sensors would need to work under high impact conditions ranging between 100,000 and 200,000 g [6, 41, 42] . However, owing to the highly proprietary nature of such technology, there are few public reports and engineering applications about the high-g accelerometers. Also, such accelerometers are expensive and very difficult to procure as sale is often strictly controlled by international arms regulatory bodies [6] .
Ning et al. developed one of the first high-g piezoresistive MEMS accelerometer with a performance range of up to 100,000 g [4] . The device adopted a cantilever beam approach without a lumped mass in order to obtain a large working bandwidth of over 100 kHz. Figure 2 illustrates the dimensions (in µm) of the structure along with the piezoresistors present at the top.
Rapidly evolving microfabrication techniques such as Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) and Silicon On Insulator (SOI) to name a few, have resulted in the development of microstructures that were inconceivable in the past [5, 6, 9, 10, 31, 43] . Figure 2 . A cantilever-based high-g accelerometer without a proof mass [4] . R a and R d represent the transverse and longitudinal piezoresistor arrangement used. All dimensions are in µm.
Popular structures (i) Twin-mass-plate structure
Owing to the simplicity of the fabrication techniques used to realize piezoresistive transducers, some popular structures have been developed and utilized extensively through the years. A twin-mass-plate structure first thoroughly analyzed by Shen et al. in 1992 [44] was utilized effectively by Wang et al. [11] and Dong et al. [5] more than a decade later. The structure consists of two proof masses instead of one and five flexures instead of two or four as seen on old cantilever-based designs [44] . The completely uniform and single sign (either tensile or compressive) nature of the stresses on the central beam makes it an ideal location for the sensing elements.The twin-mass-plate structure is a successor of the conventional cantilever [45, 46] and a two or four beam (quad beam) structure [47, 48] . It offers a more optimized normal sensitivitybandwidth product as opposed to its two predecessors. Furthermore, its lateral sensitivity readout is far less. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the twin-mass structure presented by both Shen et al. [44] and Wang et al. [11] . The stated sensitivity of this structure is governed by the structural design according to the following equation [49] :
Here, ρ is the density of silicon while π 44 and ν are its piezoresistive coefficient and Poisson's ratio respectively. V supply is the voltage in volts. The dimensions of the structure are defined by a 1 , a 2 , h 1 and h 2 (see figure 3 ). Table 2 shows the performance characteristics of the twin-mass-plate structure as per simulations [11] . There are two main advantages of this structure. First, the fabrication process is extremely simple and the structure is easily scalable to different g ranges as shown in Table 2 . Secondly, the four piezoresistors as shown in figure 3 are oriented such that two are located on the side plates and the other two are on the central plate indicating that all four composing the Wheatstone bridge are subjected to transverse stresses reducing non-linearity and lateral effects [49, 50] . However, as observed by 3, the sensitivity is dependent upon a 1 , a 2 and h 1 . These variables must be controlled extremely accurately through a design process that includes the use of Silicon On Insulator (SOI) technology. This poses to be one of the potential limitations of the twin-mass-plate structure as it relies upon expensive manufacturing processes thus hindering the possibility of mass production.
The twin-mass-plate structures have been achieved via wafer bonding as well. These bonded structures have been developed to serve as accelerometers for high-g applications. Fan et al. arrived at a two-wafer bonded hinge structure wherein the proof mass is held in place by two hinges with sensing beams located on both sides [10] . Four resistors on the top surface along the sensing beams form a full bridge. Figure 4 presents a schematic of the set-up indicating the two different substrates used to fabricate the sense beams and the support hinges respectively. The figure also shows a CCD micrograph of the fabricated chip.
This approach provides advantages such as allowing for individual optimization of the different functioning parts of the sensor, in this case the sense and the support beams. However, bonded structures pose a host of design and fabrication related challenges. First, even small bonding misalignments can be detrimental to performance at high-g ranges [51] . Further, processes such as bonding require the wafer surface to be extremely clean, flat and polished. Any surface roughness or dirt can lead to unbonded areas also known as voids where interface bubbles can occur [52] . Owing to such apparent shortcomings, this approach is not widely adopted.
(ii) Cantilever structure Following the work done by Ning et al. [4] , several groups still adopt this conventional approach despite contention regarding its use for high-g applications. This is owing to its susceptibility to large lateral or cross-axis effects and fragility leading to poor yield during mass production [44] . As mentioned in section 2.1, to meet such rigorous requirements, most cantilever structures do not assume a lumped-mass approach in order to boost the operational bandwidth. Dong et al. developed a cantilever-based accelerometer for lateral shock measurement [31] . Two identical cantilevers are laid out antagonistically in order to form a full Wheatstone bridge as demonstrated earlier by Partridge et al. [53] for low-g applications. As per literature, the theoretical sensitivity of this structure can be expressed as per 4 [31] ,
where h ' is the distance between the resistor and the neutral plane of the cantilever, l is the distance between the base of the cantilever and the center of the resistor, and L and h are the length and thickness respectively. Dong et al. in their work highlighted the need for efficient over-range stop structures for shock survival in high-g environments [31] . Until then, a singlepoint stop structure was used for high-g accelerometers [54, 55] . However if the cantilever has to deflect under an over-range shock, its movement can be checked far better using a curved surface. This provides an ever-point stop application method that offers better protection at high-g ranges [55] . Figure  5 illustrates the design of Dong et al. [31] . Wang et al. [9] arrived at a dual-cantilever that addressed a common fabrication problem experienced while realizing most cantilever-based accelerometers [4, 31, 53] . Most cantilever structures reported prior to Wang et al. [9] were fabricated with KOH etching from the bottom to thin the silicon wafer at the cantilever location with an additional DRIE step for release. However, the KOH etching step is often slow and cannot be controlled accurately when fabricating small structures. In order to solve this fabrication issue, Wang et al. proposed a single-sided fabrication on a (111) silicon wafer based on the study of its crystallographic and piezoresistive properties [56, 57] . Designed to measure lateral shock, two identical devices are placed in parallel to form a full bridge. The theoretical sensitivity of the structure is shown in 5 [9] :
where all notations are as per 4. From the work of Dong et al. [31] and Wang et al. [9] , it is apparent that the current cantilever accelerometer design trend is to adopt a lateral sensing cantilever without a proof mass such that the aspect ratio of the cantilever cross-section is designed to decrease the cross-axis sensitivity. However, the approach is restricted by process limitations such as the maximum attainable aspect ratio. When the gaps between the lateral cantilevers and the side stops are in the order of a few microns, it becomes fairly difficult to maintain a consistent profile through the bulk of the wafer. This would in turn affect the profile of the cantilever and impact sensor performance. More recently Zhao et al. used the SOI technique to achieve a tighter control on cantilever dimensions [6] . This cantilever is used to sense out-of-plane accelerations normal to the device surface. The SOI material can withstand high temperature which plays an integral part in high-g sensing.
(iii) Tiny beam structure The tiny beam structure was first reported by Suminto from the company Endevco sensing systems for the 7264B series of accelerometers [28, 30] . The sensor was designed on a (110) silicon wafer utilizing the anisotropic nature of etching along the [111] direction, which forms the vertical walls [30] . This shock accelerometer demonstrated survivability beyond the 10,000 g range and consisted of three layers -two protective caps and an active movable core layer. The resistors were tiny beams placed within the core layer such that the sensing axis lies along the plane of the sensor rather than perpendicular to it. Furthermore, the resistors are designed to be very short and at a precise distance from the central supporting hinge so that even extremely small displacements produce large axial stresses.
After Suminto, Huang et al. developed a piezoresistive accelerometer consisting of two axially stressed tiny beams that work in tandem with a central supporting cantilever beam [43] . Having a very fine cross-section, these tiny beams act as stress concentrators and are therefore optimal locations for resistor placement. This approach provides high sensitivity and a broader bandwidth as it is very scalable to different g-ranges. Various sensors using the same platform were designed and simulated to measure ranges from 0.25 g to 25000 g [43] . The tiny beam structure was developed keeping in mind the drawbacks of conventional cantilever accelerometers such as a low sensitivity-bandwidth product and its inability to meet high-g applications [5, 18, 43, 44] . Tiny beam accelerometers can be classified broadly into two categories a) a purely axial deformation scheme [5, 18, 30, 43] and b) an axial plus bending deformation scheme [58] [59] [60] . The purely axial deformation scheme is obtained by optimizing geometric parameters such as the distance between the tiny beam and the central supporting cantilever as in the case of Huang et al [43] . It is claimed that this method provides a highly uniform stress pattern leading to a uniform output from the varistor. In order to attain precision over the thickness of the tiny beam, SOI wafers are used as they are crucial to attain a uniform axial stress. Figure  6 shows a schematic of the work done by Huang et al. as well as SEM images of the device. However Huang et al. only presented a fabricated device with a measuring range of 2 g in their work [43] . The extension of their design to high-g ranges is only justified through simulation. As seen in figure 6 , the system consists of a central bending cantilever supporting a large proof mass flanked by two tiny beam piezoresistors on either end. The tiny beams are placed at an optimal distance from the central cantilever so as to be deformed purely axially when the device deflects laterally under an applied acceleration. The sensitivity of this tiny beam set-up is provided in 6 [43] ,
where L is the length of the central cantilever, T is the bulk thickness, K is a design parameter dependent upon the size of the individual components of the device and their relative positions, while b, h and l are the width, thickness and length of the tiny beams respectively. Dong et al. used a very similar approach to arrive at an axial tiny beam crash accelerometer [18] . However, this design was fabricated and characterized at 2000 g thus serving as a proof of concept theorized by earlier work in a high-g environment [18] . Further, Dong et al. designed a novel comb damper system to increase the resonance frequency of the structure and act as a multi-point stopper in order to meet high-g requirements [18] . Kuells et al. designed and fabricated a piezoresistive shock accelerometer structure using a tiny beam axial and bending deformation concept [59] . A schematic along with an optical image of the sensor is shown in figure 7 . This sensor follows the axial and bending deformation scheme since the gauges bend under downward acceleration onto the flexural plate to which they were connected. A major drawback of the tiny beam structure is its susceptibility to cross-axis loading. In the case of axial planar tiny beams as in Huang et al., the reported cross-axis sensitivity in the normal direction is about 7.3%, which is fairly high given current standards [43] . Furthermore, to obtain a purely axial stress on the tiny beam is rather difficult, as there is always the likelihood of an infusion of stress due to bending given the slender nature of the piezoresistors. Therefore despite being highly sensitive when compared to the twin-mass-plate structure, the tiny beam is prone to coupling effects. However, very recently, work by
Wung et al. has demonstrated negligible cross-axis effects as low as 0.21% on a tiny beam based high-g microaccelerometer when tested on a rate table upto 3000 g [61] .
(iv) Triaxial structures In the first three categories of micromachined piezoresistive accelerometers, only single-axis sensors have been developed. Triaxial strctures form an important category under structural design as several design requirements need to be met in order to conceptualize them. Triaxial accelerometers are often needed for the simultaneous detection of all three principle components of the acceleration vector. These structures can be classified into three primary categories a)those employing a single proof mass, b) three individual elements mounted together in a single package and c) monolithically fabricated and isolated elements.
The first category consisting of single proof mass accelerometers have been researched extensively [7, 8, [62] [63] [64] [65] and patented [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] . This scheme consists of a proof mass used to track accelerations on all three primary axes and is supported by flexures, thus forming a simple spring-mass-damper system. Despite offering advantages such as a simplified construction and small bulk plus overall package size, the single seismic mass accelerometers have a major drawback. This lies in their susceptibility to strong cross-axis coupling due to the use of a single seismic mass [5, 73] . These designs show large disparities in performance parameters such as frequency response or resolution across different axes as they utilize three different bending modes of the same springmass system to respond to all acceleration inputs [74] . For example, in the case of Lin et al., the stated sensitivity of the sensor along the x and y axes is 0.37 µV/V/g whereas the sensitivity along the z axis is 2.1 µV/V/g leading to a huge performance disparity. The second category is constructed by simply mounting three single axis devices in a single package. Many inertial measurement units (IMUs) consist of an integration of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) single-axis sensors. While this method is adopted as a quick solution potentially saving on development time to manufacture traditional triaxial accelerometers, the cost of procuring singleaxis sensors and integrating them is usually high. Furthermore, this approach cannot be translated into mass production. The third category is the most novel and promising approach to triaxial high-g sensing. Studies have reported monolithically integrated triaxial accelerometers consisting of three or more independent sensing elements for both high-g [5, 73] using piezoresistive sensing and low-g using capacitive sensing schemes [74, 75] . These accelerometers use one specific type of element for the purpose of sensing accelerations parallel to the chip plane and another type for sensing perpendicular to the chip plane. Due to the inherent planarity of the fabrication processes, it is hard to get the same properties, bandwidth and resolution for the two different types of sensing elements [11] . One of the pioneering works in integrated triaxial accelerometers through independent elements was demonstrated by Matsumoto et al. [75] . Despite attaining good sensitivity as well as handling fabrication issues such as stiction which is commonly experienced during the HF solution release process, the device was characterized to have a cross-axis sensitivity of under 10% which is still fairly erroneous. Even in the case of Rödjegård et al. [74] , despite using a novel four-proof mass design, based on reported sensitivities, it is seen that the cross axis effects along the horizontal and vertical were roughly 9% and 14% respectively. Dong et al. [5, 73] ingeniously developed a monolithically fabricated triaxial accelerometer consisting of three isolated sensing elements. The x and y axis elements utilized followed the tiny beam structure reported by Huang et al. [43] and the z axis element drew influence from the twin-mass-plate structure reported by Wang et al. [11] . Figure 8 presents a schematic as well as SEM images of the structure [5, 73] . The theoretical sensitivity of the structure follows those reported by Huang et al. [43] and Wang et al. [11] in 3 and 6. Dong et al. reported cross-axis sensitivities under 2.1% [5] . However, with resonant frequencies of 308, 303 and 164 kHz for the x, y and z sensing elements respectively, there is a fair amount of disparity in performance parameters as generally witnessed in single proof mass triaxial sensors. The three elements could have been better tuned to match the performance of one another. Furthermore, based on the device linearity plot, up to 20,000 g, a fair amount of amplification is needed for the readout. This again highlights the issue of non-uniform performance between the individual sensing elements due to the inherent planarity that is obtained through monolithic fabrication. Figure 8 . Schematic and SEM images of a monolithically integrated triaxial accelerometer with sensing elements adopted from prior work [5, 11, 43] . Sensing axis is as indicated on the schematic.
(v) Other structural approaches
Over the years the use of silicon carbide (SiC) has garnered considerable attention as a potential material to replace silicon in micromachined sensors [76] . Researchers at NASA, the US Air Force Research Laboratory and Cornell University have proposed the use of an alternate material namely 6H-SiC, to the more conventionally adopted silicon in the development of high-g accelerometers [77, 78] . This is owing to the fact that material properties of silicon may not allow for reliable operation in high temperature environments unless more robust and expensive packaging methods are used [78, 79] . SiC also has a higher Young's modulus of 448 GPa [80] as opposed to silicon's 129 GPa in the 100 plane [81] . Furthermore, SiC is not susceptible to thermally induced plastic deformation as is silicon in excess of 500 o C and also has a higher bandgap than single crystal silicon [77, 78] . A multi-axis single seismic mass high-g accelerometer was developed by Atwell et al. [77] and Okojie et al [78] . based on the 6H-SiC material platform. Four prototypes were presented, all of which adopted a diaphragm-boss structure. Figure 9 illustrates the schematics of the four structures as well as an SEM image of the fourth structure. Figure 9 . Schematic sections of four structures labelled (a)-(d) along with an SEM image with a cross-section illustration of structure [77, 78] . Sensing axis is perpendicular to the wafer plane.
Despite the novelty of this approach as well as the emergence of SiC as a potential alternative to silicon in micromachined accelerometer design, several drawbacks exist. First, SiC has a relatively low gauge factor of 30 [82] compared to that of silicon which is about 90 [83] . This limits its use as a piezoresistive sensor as it would heavily impact the device sensitivity. Secondly, the commercial applications of such accelerometers are seriously restricted by the expenses and manufacturing challenges of using 6H-SiC [10].
Piezoresistive sensor trends
Two important parameters -sensitivity and bandwidth -characterize the overall performance of a high-g accelerometer and therefore form the foundation for design optimization.
Sensitivity of an accelerometer is defined as the measurement signal (conventionally in volts) per unit acceleration experienced by the sensor. Bandwidth is given by the mechanical resonant frequency of the device structure [59] . These two parameters are related to each another by the following relationship that has been widely used in research [1, 43, 59] :
here, ω o denotes the lowest resonant frequency or the first mode of the mechanical structure and S denotes its sensitivity. The variable φ depends on the measurement method as well as the overall geometry of the system under consideration. It is evident that an increase in the sensitivity and the bandwidth simultaneously can be achieved through maximizing φ. However, a common problem faced in the design process is that sensitivity and bandwidth vary antagonistically making this optimization hard to achieve. φ in turn provides a gauge to compare the design characteristics of one accelerometer with another and is therefore termed as a figure of merit for benchmarking high-g micromachined accelerometers. Table 3 summarizes the aforementioned concept and compares some of the currently available high-g piezoresisitive MEMS accelerometers fabricated commercially or demonstrated in research.
Though the sensitivity-bandwidth product constant serves as an important figure of merit, it is not the sole criterion used in determining the quality of an accelerometer. Cross-axis sensitivity, damping, manufacturability, etc. are other important gauges used [59] . A drawback of this analysis is that this figure of merit can be increased upon increase in device resonant frequency since φ varies with square of ω o [59] . This would drastically lower device sensitivity within the input ranges of interest. This figure of merit should be viewed as a measure of an accelerometer's performance within acceptable bounds for resonant frequency. Therefore, this gauge is useful when comparing devices structured around similar magnitudes of resonant frequencies and dynamic ranges.
To further analyse trends in both commercial and researched high-g piezoresistive accelerometers, a variance of resonant mode and sensitivity with dynamic range of various sensors is presented in figure 10 . Figure 11 presents a plot that captures the dependence of dynamic response on resonant mode of various commercial accelerometers. A practical limitation is evident in this analysis which caps the maximum sensitivity and dynamic response frequency as well as the minimum resonant mode achievable for a given dynamic range. This limit is arrived at empirically. Another metric worth considering for characterizing the performance of any accelerometer including those performing at high-g spectra is accelerometer noise. For a variety of reasons discussed in previous sections, the need to scale down acclerometer devices has always shown promise. For example, as mentioned earlier, in order to measure large shock accelerations, structural alterations such as increase of stiffness and reducing the mass of the proof mass would be required [1, 9, 10] . However, this leaves out a very important consideration -the smaller the devices are, the lower is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) [85, 86] . A mathematical definition † D 1 , D 2 and D 3 are the sensitivities of three different devices developed. D z , D x and D y are the sensitivities along the z, x and y axes respectively. of accelerometer RMS noise density is given below [87] :
where k and T are the Boltzmann constant and temperature in Kelvin scale respectively. The terms ω o , m and Q are terms described earlier in 1 and 7. The quality factor Q was defined in section 1 as Q = mω r /b with ω r being a different representation for resonant frequency ω o . The expression was derived from a frequency independent expression analogous to Johnson-Nyguist noise in resistors [88] and the equation of motion for the accelerometer system [87] . Here, with some simple manipulation:
b cr is the critical damping of the system and therefore the damping ratio ξ = b/b cr . The expression for accelerometer RMS noise density can now be expressed in terms of ξ as: < a n >≈ 8kTω o ξ m (10) the above expression 10 can be used to obtain the noise as LSB RMS or Least Significant Bit Root-Mean-Square. This is a measure of the noise in terms of the smallest detectable change in acceleration in units of gs. The LSB RMS noise is taken over the bandwidth of the accelerometer and is simply obtained by: < a n > LSBRMS ≈ < a n > 2 ω o (11) equation 11 is a very important step in characterizing accelerometer performance as it provides an estimate of the smallest decetable change in acceleration based on RMS noise. In other words, it is a measure of resolution in terms of acceleration equivalent noise. From the expression, the dependence on bandwidth is evident.
Observing 10, it can be inferred that increasing the mass, increasing the quality factor (or lowering the damping ratio) and reducing the bandwidth would all result in an increased SNR. This directly contradicts the design ideology for highg discussed in section 1. Generally speaking however, low-noise characteristics are not of much significance when measuring very high shock signals since maximum amplitude of the signal is of major importance [89] . Nonetheless, resolution expressed in terms of RMS noise is still an important metric to address. Table  4 presents a list of computed RMS noise density as well as LSB RMS noise for several popular piezoresistive high-g micromachined accelerometers by PCB [84] . Accelerometers developed by research groups as detailed in table 3 are not presented here due to lack of sufficient noise performance data. This again points to the earlier mentioned fact about low-noise characteristics not being an important consideration for high-g accelerometer design. From table 4, for accelerometers capable of measuring 2,000 g and above, the noise encountered is indeed rather negligible.
Piezoelectric sensors
Another widely used sensing scheme for high-g accelerometers is that of piezoelectricity [90] [91] [92] . Piezoelectricity is the phenomenon by which electric charge accumulates in certain characteristic solid materials in resonse to an applied mechanical stress. In contrast to the piezoresistive effect, the piezoelectric effect causes changes in electric potential. This effect was first observed by Jacques and Pierre Curie in 1880 [93] . The nature of piezoelectricity is very similar to the occurance of electric dipole moments in solids. As every dipole is a vector of dipole density P, so is the change of polarization P in piezoelectric solids when under mechanical strains. The polarization depends on the orientation of P within the crystal, crystal symmetry as well as on the applied strain.
The primary advantages of this mode of sensing are its usability over wide frequency ranges, excellent linearity, a self-generating nature resulting in no external power requirement, a high sensitivity to mass ratio and a wide operating temperature range [90, 91] . The realization of the first piezoelectric accelerometer only came much later through Yamaguchi [94] and Kato and Nakamura [95] .
Among the large number of materials that have displayed piezoelectricity, only a relatively small portion are used for transduction. Fundamentally, these piezoelectric transducers can be categorized into naturally occurring and synthetic single crystals, ceramics and thin films. Quartz, being one of the most common minerals found on earth still serves as the most popular naturally occurring single crystal material used for piezoelectric transduction. Gallium orthophosphate is a synthetic crystal derived from quartz and is also widely used. Among ceramics, lead zirconate titanate, also known as PZT, is most popular followed by zinc oxide.
Keeping in mind micromachined sensors, thin film polymers such as polyvinylidene fluoride or PVDF [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] and ceramics such as zinc oxide [96, [103] [104] [105] [106] , PZT [96, [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] and aluminum nitride [96, 114, 115] are used in MEMS and other micromachined sensors as they exhibit piezoelectricity several orders greater than that of quartz and its derivatives [90, 92] . Further, they can be deposited using common micromachining processes making them suitable for mass production [90, 96, [116] [117] [118] . Today, most piezoelectric high-g accelerometers are manufactured commercially by companies like Brüel & Kjaer [119] , Endevco [28] , Kistler [120] and PCB [84] .
Popular structures
A comprehensive representation of the scaling and sensitivity limits of a piezoelectric accelerometer is provided by Tadigadapa et al. [96] . Considering a simple cantilever structure, the ultimate resolution, bandwidth and maximum-g tolerance are analytically modelled. This analysis is presented in figure 12 .
Several practical structures are adopted for piezoelectric accelerometer designs and are discussed in the following sections. Despite the large variety of such Simple cantilever piezoelectric accelerometer [117] and the variance of its resolution, maximum-g tolerance and resonance frequency with cantilever length [96] . accelerometers available in the market today, the design platforms adopted can be classified into one of three categories -a) shear, b) compressive and c) flexion based [90] .
(i) Shear structure
Shear structures consist of a seismic mass which is essentially a hollow cylinder enclosing a transduction element concentrically. The transduction element is preloaded by placing a heated seismic mass on it which then cools and contracts. This ensures that there are no adhesives or bolts used to hold the assembly in place, thus providing good performance and structural reliability. Such shapes can only be designed on piezoelectric ceramics and not quartz [90] . But ceramics are pyroelectric, implying they generate charge when rapid and large temperature changes occur. This effect is highly undesirable as it affects the output from acceleration changes. However, the pyroelectric effect is exhibited only on the faces normal to the polar axis of the element. Keeping this in mind, the popularity of the shear structure has grown as more accelerometer designs exploit the shear effect on faces parallel to the polar axis where the pyroelectric effect is practically nonexistent [90] . Shear accelerometers such as the DeltaShear by Brüel & Kjaer [91, 119] and IsoShear by Endevco [28] exhibit very low temperature transient errors. Figure 13 illustrates two shear based structures developed by Brüel & Kjaer -the Planar Shear and the DeltaShear models [91, 119] . The former is a simple shear model as discussed above, while the latter consists of three radially preloaded seismic masses, each in contact with a ceramic seismic mass affixed to a triangular central stud. With relatively high sensitivity to mass ratios and bandwidths, these shear based accelerometers are primarily used for general purposes such as measuring vibrations and oscillations on machines and structures. In recent times, designs for high-g applications are using quartz elements keeping in mind their material properties. These sensors leverage the shear effect and have built-in charge amplifiers to provide tangible outputs. Quartz is preferred over ceramics for high-g measurements as it is usually free of zero shift, and has very high resonant frequencies and excellent inherent linearity [90, 121] . Figure 14 shows one such sensor by Kistler [120]. (ii) Compressive structure This structural set-up is considered the simplest of all designs. The walls of the sensor housing directly press the seismic mass against the transduction element. The two are mounted together via a centre post and a spring to a base plate forming the accelerometer [122, 123] . But this arrangement is prone to dynamic changes due to bending or thermal expansions as the base and the centre post effectively behave like springs in parallel with the elements. This phenomenon causes stresses in the piezoelectric elements and therefore output errors [91, 119] . Despite using thick bases, almost all compression designs are susceptible to base strain sensitivity as strain in the mounting surface is directly transferred to the transduction element. For this reason, most compression based accelerometers are produced only for shock measurement purposes since in these regions, the output errors is insignificant when compared to the vibration signal [90, 91] . Figure 15 presents a schematic of a compression based accelerometer.
(iii) Flexion structure Sensors using the principle of beam bending have come into prominence owing to their low cost of manufacturing and wide use in modal analysis [90] . A popular sensor using this design scheme is PiezoBeam by Kistler [120]. This device uses a symmetric twin cantilever type of structure without a seismic mass. The beams are made of ceramic and are bonded together in such a way that the charge produced by the elements on the two beams will be added when subjected to acceleration. This element only reacts to normal accelerations and not angular accelerations [124, 125] . Figure 16 presents a schematic of this sensor. 
Piezoelectric sensor trends
Following commercial trends, it is observed that the largest application of piezoelectric sensors is for measuring oscillations and vibrations on machines and structures, namely general applications as mentioned earlier. The selection criteria for standard application sensors are dynamic range, sensitivity, mass, resonance frequency and operating temperature range [90] . Most sensors for the so-called general purposes category fall under the 20,000 g dynamic range. Table 5 provides an understanding of this trend. It lists almost all piezoelectric sensors available on the Endevco product catalogue [28] . From this table, it is evident that the vast majority of these sensors fall under the 20,000 g dynamic range.
While it may be desirable to procure a sensor that not only has a high dynamic range, but also a high sensitivity and low mass, there is always a trade- off between the parameters as they are closely related. This has been covered in section 2.1.2 under the piezoresistive sensing scheme. The plots in figure 17 present a comprehensive overview by Gautschi of the relationship between mass, sensitivity and resonance frequency of sensors from market leaders such as Brüel & Kjaer, Endevco, Kistler and PCB [90] . The sensors presented are categorized into four groups based on element material and orientation -a) quartz element for longitudinal effect, b) quartz element for transverse effect, c) ceramic element for longitudinal effect and d) ceramic element for transverse effect. Some of the general observations made were first, the mass of quartz sensors can be as high as 100 times the mass of ceramic sensors for a given sensitivity. Secondly, quartz sensors always have a slightly lower frequency than ceramic sensors for a given sensitivity. Thirdly, sensors with ultra-high bandwidth (around 250 kHz) have ceramic elements [90] . Again, as seen in the plot mapping a relationship between resonant frequency and sensor sensitivity, a clear trade-off is observed as the two parameters vary antagonistically to each other. 
Conclusion
In summary, this paper attempts to capture current innovations and issues predominating the field of high-g micromachined accelerometers by discussing design and sensing schemes as well as popular high-g sensor trends. Being a niche and lucrative sector of micromachined sensor development, design and structural advancements supported by modern approaches to fabrication of highg micromachined accelerometers will result in greater accuracy of measurement of shock phenomena in the future.
